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Abs&act of the system are described elsewhere 2]. Briefly,
Pulsed laser SEU tests are used to pinpoint laser SEU measurements were performed with

and characterize sensitive nodes of circuits and to nominally I ps duration optical pulses centered at
provide feedback relevant to the development and 605 nin at a pulse repetition rate typically of I
optimization of radiation-hard designs. kHz. The optical pulses we focused onto the DUT

with a 00x icroscope objective resulting in a
L INTRODUCTION measured Gaussian spot size of 12 pm. Mm DUT

is mounted on a motorized xyz stage with 0 I m
The psed laser is a powerful tool for the resolution. Mm SEU diresholds were determined

interrogation of single-event upset (SEU) and by scanning the surfwe of the DUT to locate the
single-event latchup (SEL) processes in complex most sensitive nodes. Once a sensitive node was
integrated circuits. A wide range of circuit types, located, the mnimu laser pulse energy that
including memories, logic circuits, icro- would produce an upset was determined through an
processors, and neural networks, has been iterative process involving fine adjustments of the
successfully investigated in this mannar [1-51 A xyz stage and the law puls eergy.
primary advantage of laser-based techniques is the
ability to locate and characterize sensitive nodes --- ---------
with sub-micron precision, without the
concomitant damage associated with accelerator
techniques. When integrated into the desiP
process, in particular, critical circuit evaluation
with a laser often leads to the most direct and cost
effective solutions to potential SEE problems. :O.

In this paper we report on a series of I A
SEU tests performed at the NRL Pulsed Laser SEE
Lab on the ockheed Martin 0.5 pm radiation- NIL.
hardened CMOS epitaxial process 6 during the C=
time period from 1994 through 1998. In this series
of tests the laser is used to pinpoint and Figure 1. Experimental apparatus fbr the pulsed laser
characterize various sensitive nodes of the circuits. SEU measurenients.
Armed with a detailed knowledge of the circuit
layout, the origin of the sensitivity is deduced, and The laser tests performed in this series of
future generations of the chtuithechnology are experiments provided a wealth of useful (and often
modified as appropriate. Te precise information surprising) information for the engineers and
and rapid turnaround provided by the laser circuit designers A portion of those results are
technique has proved invaluable in the described in this summary.
development of the kheed Martin Rad-Hard Table I presents a sampling of the laser SEU
technology. results from one series of tests. Such tests were

performed on prototype circuits prior to inclusion
II. LASER SEU MEAsuREmENTs in the library, often because the heavy-ion SEU
A schematic diagram of the laser SEU measurements failed to meet the performance

experimental apparatus is shown in fig. 1. Details expectations for the new designs. In this particular
example an anomalously low heavy ion SEU
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threshold was observed in the initial heavy-ion expense was saved, and the correct solution
testing. Circuit simulations were unsuccessful in identified through use of the laser test.
reproducing the observed failures, and design The laser procedure also found utility in
engineers could not agree on a solution. Laser tests evaluating the performance of hardened circuit
were performed to determine the locations of the elements. In one case, unexpected heavy-ion upsets
most sensitive nodes. The data are for dynamic were observed in hardened clock splitter circuitry.
tests, and the columns refer to data strings of all The laser test revealed, however, effective ion
O's, all I's and a checkerboard pattern, LETs in excess of 200 MeV.cm 2/�= for error
respectively. Components tested included registers, injection into the buffer immediately prior to the
Jaiches, clock trees, and miscellaneous logic rejection circuitry, indicafing that The rejection was
circuits. working. The laser identified the source of the

sensitivity as being associated with a node
Table I occurring after the rejection circuitry.

Node O's* I's* CB*

1 12.6 >1000 13.1 111 CRRELATION WITH HEAVY ION
MEASUREMENTS

2 12.6 >2000 13.1 It is often assumed that the laser is exclusively

3 4.8 >2000 3.4 a qualitative tool, and can not be used for the
quantitative analysis of circuits. There is mounting

4 >2000 6.5 4.1 evidence 3,7-9], however, that a strong correlation

5 >2000 20 20 often exists between laser and heavy ion
measurements, and that quantitative applications

*laser upset threshold in pJ are possible, The present study reveals several
examples of the quantitative utility of the laser

The data of Table I can be converted into system. The results will be summarized briefly
equivalent ion LET values (in MeV-cm 2/pm) here; a complete treatment will be presented in the
through multiplication by a factor of 3 This factor full paper.
was determined through the epirical comparison The m(st direct approach to obtaining
of the laser data with heavy ion measurements, and quantitative thresholds from laser SEU tests
is the equal to that determined independently in involves a calibration of the measured laser upset
reference 3 for SEL in bulk CMOS circuits. thresholds against heavy ion results. This

The data of Table I reveal the presence of procedure requires only a correlation between the
nodes with vpset thresholds be)ow 7 p �nodes 3 laser and heavy ion measurements, as has been
and 4 These correspond to equivalent ion LETs demonstrated previously for latch-up in bulk
of less than 20 MeV-cm 2/pM , and represent the CIVIOS circuits 3 For a given technology, of
most sensitive nodes of the circuit. The course, it is necessary to verify (with experimental
anomalously low upset thresholds, in each case, are data) the existence of such a correlation. Once a
associated with 2 nodes that were located in close fiduciary measurement has been established,
proximity of each other. The upset mechanism is however, laser SEU measurements often can be
most likely smilar to that reported in f4l. The used directly for hardness assurance or diagnostic
unexpected sensitivity, therefore, was deduced to studies 2 .
be the result of a layout issue that was not The results of this study are in excellent
considered by the design rules. As a consequence agreement with those of 3 Not only do we
of the laser test results, the design rules were observe a strong correlation between the results of
modihed to consider this ayoul 2&d thus heavy ion and laser measurements, but we also
eliminate this problem from future generations of obtain a calibration factor that is identical, within
the technology. Subsequent heavy ion tests after the experimental error, to that determined in 3).
redesign of the sensitive nodes verified the Table 2 shows the results of laser and ion
conclusions of the laser tests. SEU threshold measurements for two circuits

Interestingly, it turns out that the layout issue investigated. The laser SEU threshold energy
identified by the laser test was not one of the corresponds to the most sensitive node located
explanations originally suggested to account for with the laser probe. The ion-equivalent laser LET
the heavy-ion results' Thus, significant effort and is calculated using the calibration factor noted

above. The measured heavy ion threshold is given
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as a range sin= heavy-ion upset measurements we 3. S.C. Moss, S.D. J.R. Scarpulla,
discrete: the upper value gives the lowest LET ion K.P. MacWilliams, WX Crain, and R. Koga,
to induce an upset; the lower value gives the next qCorrelation of Picosecond Law-Induced
lower LET investigated. As is evident, the Latchup and Eergetic Ptsticle-Induced
quantitative correlation between the laser and ion Latchup in CMOS Test Structures.. IEEE
results for this technology is excellent. Trans. Nuc. Sci. NS-42, 1948 1995).

4. R. Velazco, T. Calin, M. Nicolaids, S.C. Moss,
Table 2 S.D. LaLumondiere, V.T. Tran, and R. Koga,

Circuit Threshold Laser LET Ion LET aSEU-Hardened Storage Cell Validation Using
(PI) (MeVCM2/Mg) MeVcWling) a Pulsed Laser*, IEEE Trans. Nuc Sci NS-43,

A 3.4 10 B-12 2843 1996).
B 4.6 14 12-15 5. S. Buchner, M. Olmos, Ph. Cheynet R.

Velasco, D. McMorrow, J. Melinger R.
Mm aeement between th pesent results and Ecoffet, and J.D. Muller 4ftLsed Lima

those of 3] is reasonable since both experiments Validation of Recovery Machanisms of Critical
were perforined on CMOS Peru, and the SEE's in an Artificial Neural Network System*,
characteristics of the law system used in the two IEEE Trans. Nuc. Sci., NS45, 1501 1998).
studies (wavelength, pulse width. spot size) am 6. N.F. Haddad, J.D. Maimon, S. Doyle, L
comparable. We note, however, that the , T. Hoang, D. Lawson, D. Jallice, and
quantitative relationship noted hem will change T. Scott, 4tadiation Hardened ULSI
with laser wavelength 10), and can break down as Technology and Design of I M SRAM*, ,
the laser spot size becomes large. Frther, the only Workshop Record, 1994 Radkition Effects Data
detailed lawlion correlations reported to date Workshop EEE. Piscataway. NJ, 1994) pp. I -

[3,7-9] have addressed CMOS technology; further 6.
experijwnts are required before such results can be 7. S.C. Moss, Aerospace Corp., private
extiapolated to other technologies. None-the-less, communication.
the present results support the section 3] that a B. S. Buchner, L. Tran, J. Mann, T. Turflinger, D.-
reasonably accurate prediction of absolute SEE McMorrow, A. Campbell, and C. Dozier,
thresholds is possible for CMOS devices using the wSingle-Event Effects in Resolver-to Digital
laser technique. Converterso. presented at NSREC 99,

Norfolk, VA.

IV. CONCLUSIONS 9. S.Buchner and D. McMorrow, unpublished
work.

The pulsed laser SEU technique has proven to 10. J.S. Melinger, D. McMorrow, A-B. Campbell.
be an invaluable tool for the evaluation and S. Buchner, L.H. Tan, A.R. Knudson, and
ongoing development of the Lockheed Martin rad- W.R. Curtice, 4cPulsed Laser Induced Single
hard technology. This paper summarizes some of Event Upset and Charge Collection
the qualitative and quantitative results from a Measurements as a Function of Optical
series of laser tests that have been performed over Penetration Depth*, J. App. Phys., 84, 690
the past six years. (1998).
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